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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention in one embodiment performs estima 
tion of parasitic impedances in a circuit. Leaf cells of circuit 
components are evaluated Such that their parasitic imped 
ances are estimated, and the leaf cells are placed in a 
physical layout. Parasitic impedances of interconnect wiring 
is evaluated, and the interconnect wire routing is placed. 
Parasitic impedance within the circuit is then estimated 
using a parasitic reduction process. 
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Parasitic Estimator - Block Diagrams of Steps 

Calculate leaf Cell Estimated parasitics using program "tiv2tls" 

Part 1 - determine values for estimation algorithm using actual layouts 

1. Using Simplex tools, extract parasitic capacitance for each node of about 20 
actual leaf cell layouts. 

2. Derive relationship between total mosfet width of a node (net) and the 
parasitic capacitance. 

3. Calculate a lineal slope and intercept for the relationship from (2) for each 
input, output and internal nets types. 

Part 2 - Calculate estimated parasitics for new netlists before layout 

1. Read spice format netlist, 
2. Form 3 lists of nets for input, output and internal nets. 
3. ACcumulate the mosfet widths of all mosfets connected to each net. 
4. Using the slope and intercept derived from Part 1 above, calculate the 

estimated parasitic capacitance using one of these equations: 

a. cap = input cap intercept + input cap slope "width 
b. cap = output cap intercept + output cap slope * Width 
c. cap = internal cap intercept + internal cap slope" width 

Calculate interconnect wiring parasitics using area wire load model 

Part 1 - estimate leaf cell area using total mosfet widths 

. Read spice netlist for leaf cell, including mosfet widths 

. Calculate ptracks = round(total pwidth / 10.84 + 0.499) 

. Calculate intracks = round(total nwidth / 8.16 + 0.499) 

. Set Estimated leaf cell width to max(ptracks, intracks) 

. Set Estimated leaf cell height to 12 tracks (21.6 microns) 

Part 2 - Calculate estimated interconnect wiring capacitance 

. Read spice netlist for logic block. 

. Accumulate total leaf cell area required for logic block 

. Set default wire length equal to 2 "sqrt{total leaf area) 

. Calculate average metal resistance using IBM PDL metal resistance models, 

. Calculate average metal capacitance using IBM PDL metal capacitance 
models, 

. Calculate estimated parasitic resistance for each logic net, using default wire 
length times average metal resistance. 

, Calculate estimated parasitic capacitance for each logic net, using default 
wire length times average metal capacitance. 

fia. 34 
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Calculate interconnect wiring parasitics using shortest manhattan distance 

. Read spice netlist of logic block 

. Place leaf cells manually 

. For each net, build 2D array of pin-to-pin manhattan distances 

. Using 2D pin-to-pin distance, find shortest total manhattan distance for each 
net. 

. Calculate average metal resistance using IBM PDL metal resistance models. 

. Calculate average metal capacitance using IBM PDL metal capacitance 
models, 

. Calculate estimated parasitic resistance for each logic net, using shortest 
total manhattan wire length times average metal resistance. 

. Calculate estimated parasitic capacitance for each logic net, using shortest 
total manhattan wire length times average metal capacitance. 

Reduce Simplex parasitics using program "dispf munge' 

Part 1 - determine if parasitic resistors can be removed by comparing driver 
resistance to total wire resistance. 

4. 

1. Read DSPF file output from Simplex parasitic extraction. 
2. 
3. Calculate the output resistance of the device driving the net as: 

For each net, accumulate the parasitic resistors. 

1 / (1.585e-15 + (N width + 9.312e-4)) 
remove the parasitic resistors if the accumulated resistance is less than 
0.05 times the output driver resistance. 

Part 2-determine if parasitic resistors can be removed by calculating the total RC 
of the net. 

. Read DSPF file output from Simplex parasitic extraction. 

. For each net, accumulate the parasitic capacitors. 

. For each net, accumulate the parasitic resistors. 

. Calculate the total RC for the net as R. C. 
remove the parasitic resistors if the RC is less than 1 ps. 

US 2008/0016478 A1 
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internal Nets maco).052 b-0 

C code to calculate estimated leaf cell capacitanc 

A r * * * * r * r * r * r * t w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w . . . . . . . . . . . * r * * * * * * * 
CALC CAP calculate capacitance for device 

the following values are the defaults - see current 
parameters file for real value 

Net Type Intercept (fF) 
Inputs 1.03 (P. INPUTCAP INTERCEPT) 
Outputs O. 872 (P. OurPUT CAP INTERCEPT) 
Tnternal Nets O. 687 (P. INTERNAL CAP INTERCEPT) 

To get an estimated capacitance use: 
C (fF) = Intercept + Slope" (Total transistor Width in urn on the net) 
4 w w w w w w w w w w w w x n x * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * r * if k . . . * * * * * * : * * * : */ 
void calc cap (cnt, mode, ret_cap val, ret width) 
int cnt, modei 
double "ret cap val, "ret width; 

int i, used; 
int input net, output net, 
double width, cap val; 
double ff = 1.0e-5 

if (mode ss 1 mode is a 0) { 

internal net; 

f* femtofarads 

Slope 
O, OB 
0.039 
0.03 

/* find if the drain net has been done before */ 
used=FALSE 

A 

(fF/um) 
(P. INPUT CAPSLOPE) 
(P. OUTPUT_CAP SLOPE) 
(P. INTERNAL CAPSLOPE) 
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if ( strcasecmp (netlist cnt) ->top, P. Lo RAIL) 
! strcasecmp (netlist (cnt) ->top, P. UP RAIL)) used-TRUE; 

for (i = 0; i kcnt & & used; i = i+l) 

if (stricmp (netlist (i) ->q name, "***") ) 

if (! stricmp (netlist (i) ->top, netlist (cnt) -> top) 
stricrup (netlist (i) ->port, netlist Ecnt) ->top) 

! strictmp (netlist (il->bottom, netlist (cnt) ->top)) used=TRUE; 

if (! used) 

/* find if drain net is an internal, input or output */ 
internal.netrFALSE 
for (is 0, input net=FALSE; i < findmacro->num inputs; i++) 

if (! strcmp netlist crit) -> top, findmacro->inname (i) )) 
input net=TRUE; 

for (i = 0, output net=FALSE i i < findmacro->num outputs; i++) 
if ( t strcmp (netlist (cnt) - top, findmacro-> outname (i))) 

output net=TRUE; 
if (! input net & S. 1 output net) internal met=TRUE; 

/* add up all the widths of the devices this net goes to */ 
for (iscnt width=0; ignumgate; i = i+1) 

if (stromp (netlist (i) -> q name, "***") ) 
{ 

if (! stricmp (netlist (i) ->top, netlist cnt) -> top) ) 
width=width-i-netlisti -> width: 

if (! strcmp (netlist (i) ->port, netlist (cnt) -> top) ) 
width=width-i-netlist (i) -> width; 

if (! stricmp (netlist (i) ->bottom, netlist (cnt)-top) ) 
width=width-netlist (i) - width; 

/* compute capacitance & output */ 
if (input net) cap vall= (P. INPUTCAP INTERCEPT + P, INPUTCAP SLOPE k wild 
if (output.net) cap wala (P. OUTPUT CAPINTERCEPT + P, OUTPUTCAP SLOPE * wid 
if (internal net) cap vals (P. INTERNAL CAP INTERCEPT + P.INTERNAL CAP SLOPE * wid 
if (modes=0) { 

capnums capinum+1; 
(void) fprintf(Epice, "c d did id its is g\n", 

input net, output net, internal net, capnum, 
netlist (cnt) --> top, P. LORAIL, cap vall) ; 

if (mode = = 2 mode s = 0) { 
/* find if the gate net has been done before */ 
used=FALSE; 
if (! strcasecmp (netlist (cnt) ->port, P. LORAIL) 

! stricasecmp (netlist (cnt) ->port, P. UP RAIL)) usedis TRUE; 

a. la 
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for (i-0; ic.cnt & & ! used, i = i+1) 

if (stromp (netlist (i) ->q name, "****) ) 

if (! strictmp (netlist (i) ->top, netlist cinth ->port) 
stricmp (netlist (il->port, netlist cnt) -->port) 

! stricmp (netlist (i) ->bottom, netlist cnt ->port)) useds TRUE. 
} 

} 
if (! stricmp (netlist (cnt) ->top, netlist (cnt) ->port)) used=TRUE; 

if (! used) 
{ 

/* find if gate net is an internal, input or output */ 
internal net=FALSE; 
for (i =0, input net=FALSE: i < findmacro->num inputs; i++) 

if ( strictmp (netlist Icnt) ->port, findnacro->inname (i) ) ) 
input net=TRUE; 

for (i = 0, output net=FALSE: i < findmacro->nutt outputs; it +) 
if ( strict.Ip (netlist (i) -->port, findmacro->outname (i))) 

output net-TRUE; 
if (! input net && output net) internal net TRUE; 

/* add up all the widths of the devices this net goes to *f 
for i=cmt, width=0; ignumgate; i = i+1) 
{ 

if (stramp (netlist (i) ->q name, "***") ) 
{ 

if strcmp (netlist (i) ->top, netlist (cnt ->port) ) 
width=width-netlist (i) ->width; 

if (! stricmp (netlist (i) ->port, netlist (cnt) ->port) ) 
width=width-netlist (i) ->width; 

if (! stricinp (netlist (i ->bottor, netlist cnt) ->port)) 
width=width +netlist il->width; 

} 
} 

/* compute capacitance & output */ 
if (input.net) cap vals (P.INPUT CAPTNTERCEPT + P.INPUT CAP SLOPE wic 
if (output net) cap vall= (P. OUTPUT CAP INTERCEPT + P. OUTPUTCAPSLOPE * wid 
if (internal net) cap vall= (P. INTERNAL CAPINTERCEPT P.INTERNAL CAP SLOPE * wid 
if (mode==0) { 

capnuma capinum+l; 
(void) fprintif (spice, "ck did & d d is $s $g\n", 

input.net, output net, internal net, capnum. 
netlist (cnt) ->port, P. LORAIL, cap vall) ; 

if (mode war 4 mode r = 0) { 
/* find if the source net has been dome before */ 
useds FALSE; 
if ( strcase.cmp (netlist cnt) ->bottom, P. LORAIL) 

! strcasecmp (netlist (cnt) ->bottom, P, UP RAIL)) useds TRUE; 
for (i = 0; iC cnt & & used; is i+1) 

a. C 
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if (stromp (netlist (il->q_name, "***") ) 

if (! stricmp (netlist (il->top, netlist Icnt) ->bottom) 
! stricmp (netlist (il->port, netlist (cnt) ->bottom) || 
! stricmp (netlist (i) ->bottom, netlist (cnt) -->bottom)) used=TRUE; 

} 
} 
if ( stromp (netlist (ant) -> top, netlist (cnt) ->bottom)) useds TRUE; 
if ( : strcmp (netlist cnt ->port, netlist Icnt) ->bottorn) ) used=TRUE; 

if (! used) 

/* find if source net is an internal, input or output w/ 
internal net=FALSE; 
for (i = 0, input nets FALSE i < findmacro->num inputs; i++) 

if (! stricmp (netlist (cnt) ->bottom, findmacro->inname il)) 
input.nets'TRUE; 

for (iso, output nets FALSE i < findmacro->num outputs; i++) 
if stromp (netlist (cnt) ->bottom, findmacro-> outname (i) ) 

output net-TRUE; 
if (! input.net & & output net) internal net=TRUE; 

/* add up all the widths of the devices this net goes to */ 
for {i=cnt, widths 0; i <numgate; iai +1) 

if (stromp (netlist (i) ->q name, "***") ) 

if ( stricmp (netlist (il->top, netlist crit) ->bottom) ) 
width=width-netlist (i) ->width; 

if (! stricmp (netlist (il->port netlist cnt) ->bottom) ) 
widths width-i-netlist (i) ->width; 

if ( strcmp (netlist (i) ->bottom, netlist cint) ->bottom) ) 
width=width-i-retlisti -> width; 

f* compute capacitance & output * f. 

US 2008/0016478 A1 

* wid if (input net) cap vall= (P. INPUTCAP INTERCEPT + P.INPUTCAP SLOPE 
if (output net) cap vals (P. OUTPUT CAP INTERCEPT + P. OUTPUT CAP SLOPE 
if (internal net) cap val- (P. INTERNAL CAP INTERCEPT + P. INTERNAL CAP SLOPE * wid 
if (mode--0} { 

capnum=capnum+1; 
(void) fprintf (spice, chd's did id 'ss is g\n", 

input net, output net, internal net, capnum, 
netlist (cnt) ->bottom, P. Lo RAIL, cap vall) ; 

*ret cap vals cap val; 
"ret width=width; 
return; 

a. -10 
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Parasitic Estimator before Routing 

- Estimate wiring lengths based on shortest manhattan 
distance. 

- Use a table of capacitance and resistance per unit length. 

skill code to calculate shortest Manhattan distances 
i = ass=====ss s =======ssess e vpSegBuildbist2D 

putd ( 'wpSegBuildDist2D nil ) 
procedure ( vpSegBuildDist2D ( ) 

let ( {rx ry cx cy) 

create 2) array 
unless vpSegDist2D 
wpSegDist2D = makeVector { vpSegMax ) 
for ( i 0 vpSegMax-1 vpSegpist2D(i) = makeVector ( vpSegMax ) ) 

; build 2D array for pin to pin distances (manhattan) 
; build upper right 
for ( row 0 vpSegNipin 

rx = vpSegPinV (row ->x 
ry = wpSegPinV (row) ->y 
for ( col row vpSegNpin-1 

if ( row = s. col then 
vpSegDist2D row) (col) = 

else 
cx s vpSegPinV coll ->x 
cy = wipSegPinV (col) ->y 
wpSegdist2D row (col) = abs ( rx - cx ) + abs ( Iy - cy. ) 

) ; if 
) for col 

) ; for row 

; build lower left (copy of upper right) 
for row 0 vpSegNpin-1 

for col 0 row-l 
if row == col then 
error ( "FATAL ERROR in vpSeg () : row == coli " ) 

else 
wpSegDist2D row) (col) is vpSegDist2D (coll row) 

) ; if 
) ; for col 
; for row 

ss= sets ========== vpSegbuildSeg 
steers a streaker a sessee seeses at 

putd ( 'vpSegBuildSega nil ) 
procedure ( VpSegBuildSegs ( ) 
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let ( (segindex connList inconnList dist 
minDist minPinn in Pinc) 

segindex = 0 

build connected pin and non connected pin lists 
wpSegDriver->ddist as 0.0 
connList - list ( vpSegDriver->index ) ; add first pin (driver) 
inconnlist = list () 
for ( i O vpSegNpin-1 add non-drivers to 

non connected list 
when ( i = car (connlist) inconnList = cons ( i nconnList ) ) add 

pin index 
) 

; build segment links 
while ( inconnList 

; find closest 2 pins between inconnlist and connList 
ninDist = nil 
ininPirin nil 
minPinc nil 
foreach ( inconnPin inconnList 

foreach ( connPin connList 
dist = vpSegDist2D InconnPin) (connPin) 
when minDist (IElin Dist-dist) > 0.001 

(abs (dist-minDist) < 0.001 && 
(vpSegPinW (minPine) ->ddist - vpSegPinV (connPin) ->ddist) > 

minist = dist 
LainPinn re inconnPin 
minPinc is connPin 

) when 
) foreach connPin 

) ; for each inconnPin 
unless ( miniDist error ( "FATAL ERROR in vpSeg - no min distance . " ) ) 

; move inconnPin to connList 
inconnList = remd minPinn inconnList ) 
connList is cons ( minPinn connList ) 

; add seg to pins 
wpSegPinW (minPinnl -->psegPin wpSegPinW (minPinc) 
vpSegPin V minPincl-> children = cons vpSegPinV (minPinn) 

vpsegpin'v (minPinc -> children ) 
wpSegpin'V minPinn) ->ddist vpSegPinW (minPinc) ->ddist + minDist 

segindex = segindex + 1 

) ; While inconnist 
; let 

=====s=========== -2 = c = W pSegCo (unon Edges 
Eactersecak at a sists is sess sease 

putd. ( "wpSegCommon Edges nil ) 
procedure vpSegCommon Edges Goptional (pin mil) 
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PARASITIC IMPEDANCE ESTMATION IN 
CIRCUIT LAYOUT 

CLAIM OF PRIORITY 

0001. This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/921,066 filed Aug. 18, 2004, 
which claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e) of U.S. 
Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/496,167 filed Aug. 18, 
2003, which applications are incorporated by reference and 
made a part hereof. 

LIMITED COPYRIGHT WAIVER 

0002 A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 
contains material which is subject to copyright protection. 
The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile 
reproduction by anyone of the patent disclosure, as it 
appears in the Patent and Trademark Office patent files or 
records, but otherwise reserves all copyright rights whatso 
ever. Copyright 2007, Cray, Inc. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0003. The invention relates generally to laying out elec 
tronic circuits, and more specifically in one embodiment to 
estimating parasitic impedances in laying out electronic 
circuits. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0004 Electronic circuits typically utilize various elec 
tronic components arranged in a useful way to form a useful 
circuit or arrangement of components. Common circuits 
include analog circuits, such as those designed to create, 
modulate, filter, or otherwise process analog signals that 
have values that are designed to vary across a continuous 
range of Voltage levels. Similarly, digital circuits are made 
up of components designed to process digital information, 
which has one of a discrete number of values. Typical digital 
computers, for example, use components to handle digital 
signals varying between a reference Voltage level of Zero 
Volts and a single higher Voltage level. Such as 3.3 volts. 
0005 But, in reality, the components that are used to 
make analog and digital circuits are not perfect, and the 
conductive traces that link various circuit elements them 
selves are not perfect. Printed circuit boards and integrated 
circuits alike Suffer from resistance, capacitance, and induc 
tance that are not intended but are a natural part of the 
circuit. 

0006. A capacitor employed in a circuit, for example, will 
likely appear within the circuit to have a certain amount of 
inductance and resistance, due in part to the inductance and 
capacitance of the conductive leads that connect the capaci 
tor to other components as well as from the capacitor's own 
imperfections. These unintended impedances are often 
known as parasitic impedances, and are of concern in 
designing both analog and digital circuits due to the effects 
they can have on the circuit's speed, performance, and 
efficiency. 

0007. It is therefore desirable to consider parasitic imped 
ances when designing a circuit. 

SUMMARY 

0008. The present invention in one embodiment performs 
estimation of parasitic impedances in a circuit. Leaf cells of 

Jan. 17, 2008 

circuit components are evaluated Such that their parasitic 
impedances are estimated, and the leaf cells are placed in a 
physical layout. Parasitic impedances of interconnect wiring 
is evaluated, and the interconnect wire routing is placed. 
Parasitic impedance within the circuit is then estimated 
using a parasitic reduction process. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

0009 FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an example method of 
practicing one embodiment of the present invention. 
0010 FIG. 2A is a capacitance v. net width plot for input 
nets as is used in an example embodiment of the invention 
to estimate capacitances for input nets. 
0011 FIG. 2B is a capacitance v. net width plot for output 
nets as is used in an example embodiment of the invention 
to estimate capacitances for output nets. 
0012 FIG. 2C is a capacitance v. net width plot for 
internal nets as is used in an example embodiment of the 
invention to estimate capacitances for internal nets. 
0013 FIG. 3A-B is a diagram illustrating a series of steps 
for performing leaf cell parametric estimation, consistent 
with an example embodiment of the invention. 
0014 FIG. 4A-D comprises C code to calculate an esti 
mated leaf cell parasitic capacitance, consistent with an 
example embodiment of the invention. 
0.015 FIG. 5A-B comprises SKILL code to calculate 
shortest Manhattan distances, consistent with an example 
embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0016. In the following detailed description of sample 
embodiments of the invention, reference is made to the 
accompanying drawings which form a part hereof, and in 
which is shown by way of illustration specific sample 
embodiments in which the invention may be practiced. 
These embodiments are described in sufficient detail to 
enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention, and 
it is to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized 
and that logical, mechanical, electrical, and other changes 
may be made without departing from the spirit or scope of 
the present invention. The following detailed description is, 
therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the scope 
of the invention is defined only by the appended claims. 
0017. The present invention in one embodiment performs 
estimation of parasitic impedances in a circuit. Leaf cells of 
circuit components are evaluated Such that their parasitic 
impedances are estimated, and the leaf cells are placed in a 
physical layout. Parasitic impedances of interconnect wiring 
is evaluated, and the interconnect wire routing is placed. 
Parasitic impedance within the circuit is then estimated 
using a parasitic reduction process. 
0018 FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating one example 
method of practicing an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. At 101, the logic designer designs a leaf cell definition, 
Such as by using a software program or other tool designed 
to enable definition of a circuit element. A leaf cell is in one 
embodiment one or more components that make up a 
Sub-circuit element, such that multiple Sub-circuit elements 
are combined to form the intended electronic circuit under 
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design. For example, in digital circuit design, leaf cells are 
often defined for many common logic gates that are likely to 
be used repeatedly in a larger circuit. 
0019. At 102, a block definition for the leaf cell is created 
in a circuit layout tool. Such as Verilog. Leaf cell placement 
within the larger circuit is defined at 103, and interconnect 
wiring coupling the various leaf cells and other components 
or sub-circuits is performed at 104. At 111, parasitic imped 
ances within the leaf cell defined at 101 are calculated. 
Interconnect wiring parasitics are calculated or estimated at 
112 using an area wire-load model, and interconnect wiring 
parasitics are calculated or estimated using a shortest Man 
hattan distance at 113. The interconnect parasitics are 
extracted from the calculated and estimated data into a 
desired format at 114, and are reduced at 115. Reduction 
comprises in one example evaluation of what parasitics are 
likely to have a significant effect on circuit performance, and 
discarding those not likely to have an effect determined to be 
significant. 
0020 Timing analysis of the circuit layout is then per 
formed at 116, to confirm or verify circuit performance. The 
impact of parasitic impedances on one or more particular 
circuit layouts can thereby be analyzed and compared, and 
circuit layouts with a desired or acceptable level of parasitic 
impedances can be found. The order of the functions per 
formed in FIG. 1 in various embodiments will be repeated 
or performed in various orders to facilitate refinement of a 
circuit layout or retrying circuit layout and interconnections 
to obtain a desired or acceptable circuit configuration. 
0021 Leaf cell parasitics as estimated at 111 will in some 
examples be calculated by application of an estimation 
algorithm to actual leaf cell layouts to tailor parameters of 
the estimation algorithm to the physical characteristics of the 
actual leaf cells, and use of the estimation algorithm to 
estimate parasitics for new leaf cells before layout. 
0022 Parameters can be determined using actual leaf 
cells by processes Such as extracting parasitic impedances 
for each node of a variety of leaf cells, and deriving a 
relationship between the total transistor device width of a 
node and the parasitic capacitance. A linear slope and 
intercept can be determined characterizing the width to 
parasitic capacitance relationship for input, output, and 
internal devices. This is illustrated in FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C, 
which illustrate capacitance versus transistor device width 
for input nets, output nets, and internal nets respectively. The 
dots are actual measured physical device data, and the line 
is a fitted estimation of the relationship between capacitance 
and device width for each net or transistor device type. The 
fitted line can then be used to estimate the parasitic capaci 
tance of new devices or nets within a leaf cell or circuit. 

0023 The area wire load model in one embodiment 
involves estimation of the total device widths within the leaf 
cell, and estimating the interconnect wiring capacitance and 
resistance using models. In one embodiment, the total wire 
length in the leaf cell is estimated by he area of the leaf cell, 
Such as by setting a default wire length of two times the 
square root of the total leaf area. The default wire length is 
then applied to the wire resistance and capacitance models 
to derive an area wire load model estimation of the leaf cells 
wire load parasitic impedances. 
0024 Shortest Manhattan distance estimation as is shown 
at 113 in one example comprises placing leaf cells, such as 
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by manually laying them out or placing them by Some other 
means, and applying impedance wire models to the shortest 
Manhattan distance linking the various points that are to be 
connected via interconnect wires. Manhattan distances are 
determined by traveling from point to point along axes that 
are at right angles, such as by driving a car from place to 
place along streets laid out at right angles to one another. An 
array of 2-d Manhattan distances is assembled in one 
example, and the shortest manhattan distance for each net is 
selected. The total wire length of all interconnects is then 
compiled and applied to average metal resistance and 
capacitance models, and estimated parasitic resistance and 
capacitance for the leaf cell are determined. 
0025 Reduction of parasitics in one example is per 
formed by determining whether a parasitic impedance is so 
insignificant that it may be disregarded. For example, para 
sitic resistances are discarded in one embodiment if they are 
less than 0.05 times the output driver resistance of the device 
driving the net. It is anticipated that resistances this low will 
not significantly change the performance of the circuit, and 
so can be discarded for estimation and simulation purposes. 
0026. Similarly, resistances can be disregarded in some 
examples if the RC time constant calculated for the net or 
device from estimated net parasitic capacitance and resis 
tance by simply multiplying the resistance and capacitance 
values. The resulting value is the RC time constant in 
seconds. The parasitic resistance can be discarded in some 
examples if the resulting estimated RC time constant is less 
than a predetermined period of time, Such as one picosec 
ond. 

0027 FIG. 3A-B is a diagram illustrating a series of steps 
for performing leaf cell parametric estimation, consistent 
with an example embodiment of the invention. At 301, the 
leaf cell parasitics are calculated in a first program, as is 
described at 111 of FIG. 1. Similarly, interconnect wiring 
parasitics are calculated at 302, as are described at 112 of 
FIG. 1. At 303, the shortest Manhattan distance wiring 
parasitics are calculated, as shown at 113 of FIG. 1. The 
parasitics are reduced at 304, as is shown at 115 of FIG. 1. 

0028. The elements of FIG. 3 are in some embodiments 
performed using standard Software packages, such as those 
provided by Simplex Solutions, Inc., Cadence Designs Sys 
tems, Inc., Mentor Graphics Corp., or other vendors. In other 
embodiments, one or more of the functions described are 
performed by custom Software or by other means, such as by 
using C code, or Scripts written to in various design package 
languages. 

0029 FIG. 4A-D comprises C code to calculate an esti 
mated leaf cell parasitic capacitance, consistent with an 
example embodiment of the invention. This example is 
consistent with element 111 of FIG. 1, and with 301 of FIG. 
3, and is used to calculate estimated leaf cell parasitic 
capacitances in a custom-written C code application. 
0030) Similarly, FIG. 5A-B comprises SKILL code to 
calculate shortest Manhattan distances, consistent with an 
example embodiment of the invention. Here, the example 
code performs the function of element 113 of FIG. 1, or of 
element 303 of FIG. 3, using SKILL code. The right angle, 
or Manhattan distance between pins is calculated, and the 
shortest total Manhattan distance for each net is calculated 
as described in FIG. 3B at 303. 
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0031. In other embodiments of the invention, other such 
methods are employed to perform similar functions, such as 
estimating parasitic resistance and capacitance in a leaf cell 
or circuit by application of wire models to a leaf cell or 
circuit of a specific area. These and other methods and 
devices will help the circuit designer estimate parasitic 
capacitance while laying out or comparing leaf cell or other 
circuit designs, and while incorporating leaf cells or other 
circuit elements into larger circuits. 
0032. Although specific embodiments have been illus 
trated and described herein, it will be appreciated by those 
of ordinary skill in the art that any arrangement which is 
calculated to achieve the same purpose may be substituted 
for the specific embodiments shown. This application is 
intended to cover any adaptations or variations of the 
invention. It is intended that this invention be limited only 
by the claims, and the full scope of equivalents thereof. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of estimating parasitic impedances in a 

circuit, comprising: 
estimating leaf cell parasitic impedances for at least one 

node of two or more leaf cells; 
placing the two or more leaf cells in a physical layout: 
estimating interconnect wiring parasitic impedances; 
placing interconnect wire routing linking nodes of at least 
two of the two or more leaf cells; and 

estimating parasitic impedances of the circuit using para 
sitic reduction after estimating parasitic impedances 
and placing the two or more leaf cells and the inter 
connect wiring. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the estimating leaf cell 
parasitic impedances; placing leaf cells in a physical layout, 
and estimating interconnect wiring parasitic impedances are 
performed before performing interconnect wire routing. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein placing interconnect 
wiring parasitic impedances and placing interconnect wire 
routing are repeated until satisfactory wiring parasitic 
impedances are obtained. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein an area wire load 
model is used to estimate interconnect wiring parasitic 
impedances. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein a shortest manhattan 
distance model is used to estimate interconnect wiring 
parasitic impedances. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein parasitic impedances 
are estimated for multiple interconnect wire routings. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein parasitic impedances 
are estimated for multiple leaf cell physical layouts. 

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising running a 
circuit performance test using the estimated parasitic imped 
ances of the circuit. 

9. A machine-readable medium with instructions stored 
thereon, the instructions when executed operable to cause a 
computerized system to: 

estimate leaf cell parasitic impedances for at least one 
node of two or more leaf cells; 

place the two or more leaf cells in a physical layout: 
estimate interconnect wiring parasitic impedances; 
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place interconnect wire routing linking nodes of at least 
two of the two or more leaf cells; and 

estimate parasitic impedances of the circuit using parasitic 
reduction after estimating parasitic impedances and 
placing the two or more leaf cells and the interconnect 
wiring. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the estimating leaf 
cell parasitic impedances; placing leaf cells in a physical 
layout, and estimating interconnect wiring parasitic imped 
ances are performed before performing interconnect wire 
routing. 

11. The method of claim 9, wherein placing interconnect 
wiring parasitic impedances and placing interconnect wire 
routing are repeated until satisfactory wiring parasitic 
impedances are obtained. 

12. The method of claim 9, wherein an area wire load 
model is used to estimate interconnect wiring parasitic 
impedances. 

13. The method of claim 9, wherein a shortest Manhattan 
distance model is used to estimate interconnect wiring 
parasitic impedances. 

14. The method of claim 9, wherein parasitic impedances 
are estimated for multiple interconnect wire routings. 

15. The method of claim 9, wherein parasitic impedances 
are estimated for multiple leaf cell physical layouts. 

16. The method of claim 9, the instructions when executed 
further operable to cause the computerized system to run a 
circuit performance test using the estimated parasitic imped 
ances of the circuit. 

17. An electronic circuit layout System, comprising ele 
ments for: 

estimating leaf cell parasitic impedances for at least one 
node of two or more leaf cells; 

placing the two or more leaf cells in a physical layout: 
estimating interconnect wiring parasitic impedances; 

placing interconnect wire routing linking nodes of at least 
two of the two or more leaf cells; and 

estimating parasitic impedances of the circuit using para 
sitic reduction after estimating parasitic impedances 
and placing the two or more leaf cells and the inter 
connect wiring. 

18. The electronic circuit layout system of claim 17, 
wherein the estimating leaf cell parasitic impedances; plac 
ing leaf cells in a physical layout, and estimating intercon 
nect wiring parasitic impedances are performed before per 
forming interconnect wire routing. 

19. The electronic circuit layout system of claim 17, 
wherein placing interconnect wiring parasitic impedances 
and placing interconnect wire routing are repeated until 
satisfactory wiring parasitic impedances are obtained. 

20. The electronic circuit layout system of claim 17, 
wherein an area wire load model is used to estimate inter 
connect wiring parasitic impedances. 

21. The electronic circuit layout system of claim 17, 
wherein a shortest manhattan distance model is used to 
estimate interconnect wiring parasitic impedances. 

22. The electronic circuit layout system of claim 17, 
wherein parasitic impedances are estimated for multiple 
interconnect wire routings. 
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23. The electronic circuit layout system of claim 17, 
wherein parasitic impedances are estimated for multiple leaf 
cell physical layouts. 

24. The electronic circuit layout system of claim 17, 
further comprising running a circuit performance test using 
the estimated parasitic impedances of the circuit. 

25. A method of estimating parasitic impedances in a 
circuit, comprising: 

estimating average parasitic impedances per wire length; 
determining the area of a circuit; 
estimating an average wire length per circuit area; and 
applying the estimated parasitic impedances per wire 

length and the estimated average wire length per circuit 
area to the determined area of a circuit to estimate the 
circuit's parasitic impedance. 
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26. The method of estimating parasitic impedances in a 
circuit of claim 25, further comprising estimating parasitic 
impedances of the circuit using parasitic reduction. 

27. The method of claim 25, wherein the circuit comprises 
a leaf cell. 

28. The method of claim 25, further comprising estimat 
ing the parasitic impedance of one or more nets within the 
circuit by applying a model based on physical dimensions of 
the one or more nets and known parasitic impedances of nets 
of known physical dimensions; and 

incorporating the estimated parasitic impedances of the 
one or more nets within the circuit into the estimated 
parasitic impedances in the circuit. 


